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Side A 

October 16th, 2010 
 
I step out the back door 

to look at the moon. 
 
It's a little bit more than half-full 
 & looks like a pear 
or a teardrop. 
 
For a Saturday night 
it's as quiet as a graveyard 
in this old & rowdy neighborhood. 
 
The Buckeyes lost 
& old Bobby Cser 
across the street 
is dying of cancer 
in his livingroom. 
 
Summer is over 
& Columbia Gas of Ohio 
is about to begin 
it's yearly profession 
as a stickup artist. 
 
If there is a heaven 
I hope there aren't 
any utility companies up there. 
 
But I do hope there is a moon. 
 
And hostas & flowers to attend to 
for those who desire 
to tend them.  
 
And I hope there's beer 
& small lakes with lilypads 
& a kitchen radio 
barely picking up a jazz station 
as the clock is about to strike midnight. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 



Side B 

The Things We Go Through in Life (for Ena Barnes) 
 

The things we go through in life. 
It's like watching yourself bleed to death 
in slow motion. 
You break somebody's heart. 
Somebody breaks your heart. 

It's like falling thru a plate glass window 
& all the hands that would catch you 
are asleep & dreaming. 
But this life is no dream. 
 
The things we go thru in life. 
It's like body surfing on razorblade waves. 

Your lover comes home drunk and passes out 
so they won't have to explain anything 
and in the morning they'll say they don't 
remember. 
 
The things we go thru in life. 
Ladies, sometimes love is like dropping an 

earring 
as you intently gaze in a bathroom mirror. 
It rattles around the sink 
and goes down the drain 
your fingers fluttering 
like insane birds 

to catch it. 
 

The things we go thru in life. 
It's like a gray hand reaching  

through black velvet curtains 
and a voice saying, "Pay me some dues!" 
 
You pay up & the hand disappears 
and you throw back the curtains 

and nothing is there 
except maybe  
an old photograph of yourself 
as a child. 
 
The things we go thru in life, it's crazy. 
People holding on, 

children falling down, 
trials & tribulations, 
broken promises & broken hearts, 
old age, 
diseases of the body 
& of the soul. 
 

It's like a long train at a sorrowful station 
in the dead of night. 
 
Here's some advice: 
 
Hold onto your dreams. 

Be yourself & be kind to yourself. 
Drink from the cup 

until it breaks your heart. 
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